An ode to 'the biggest' things in South Florida life

Here's an ode to the ginormous things that reside in South Florida. (Johnny Diaz)
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South Floridians like BIG things and we cannot lie.

Just look around (or up) at the behemoth buildings, gargantuan cruise ships and the larger-than-life sculptures (the colossal Pegasus statue outside Gulfstream Park in Hallandale Beach, for example).

In the famous words of Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders, we're talking HUGE! (Look through the photo gallery above if you don't believe us.)

They represent some of the biggest things about life in the tropics, in the state and in some cases, the world. (We're looking at you Butterfly World, the Broward oasis at Tradewinds Park in Coconut Creek with more than 3,000 butterflies.)
Here's an ode to all the ginormous things in the region including the new Panorama Tower, the tallest residential tower south of Manhattan, and the Seminole Hard Rock Hotel and Casino’s guitar-shaped hotel that is taking shape in Hollywood.

**Tallest residential tower south of Manhattan**

(Florida East Coast Realty / Courtesy)

The 85-story Panorama Tower in Miami recently opened to tenants who will live in the tallest residential tower south of Manhattan.